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Food for Thought
Acquiring an award-winning ‘Edible Garden’ gave Holy Trinity Primary School the chance 
to incorporate an exciting new classroom into their curriculum, as Jeremy Miles discovers.

When a school starts growing 
its own paper, you might be 
forgiven for thinking that the 

cutbacks have really started to kick in. In 
fact cultivating papyrus - a plant that 
ancient Egyptians used to make writing 
material -  is just one of a series of 
fascinating projects being undertaken in 
the grounds of a pioneering Dorset 
primary school.

Holy Trinity School, in Weymouth, is 
not only teaching children to appreciate 
and understand nature, but also making 
learning fun through an astonishing 
environmental garden. The initiative, 
which provides a valuable teaching 
resource, includes a 1940s wartime 
garden, a wildlife pond and even a living-
willow classroom.

All of this was made possible when, 

Pupils from class 
3P in the garden.

Class 3P with teacher 
Emma Watts in the living-

willow classroom.  
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four years ago, Dorset Cereals, were 
looking for a home for their award-
winning ‘Edible Garden’ which had 
taken both Gold and Best in Show at 
Hampton Court. The garden’s designer 
Nick Williams-Ellis had specifically 
created it as a school garden and Dorset 
Cereals were anxious that it should 
continue as such. School Governor, 
Helen Toft, the main driving force 
behind the school’s garden, takes up the 
story: “They wanted to see it reused and 
not end up in a skip like so many other 
show gardens do. We were perfectly 
positioned to give the garden a new 
home.” 

At that time Holy Trinity had only 
been open a few months. As the largest 
and newest primary school in Dorset, it 
had an enthusiastic staff, lots of eager 
pupils - 750 of them - and had already 
earmarked space on its huge site for an 
environmental garden. So the offer of a 
free garden was a real gift, though the 
timing could have been better as Helen 
recalls. “The garden arrived in pieces on 
the back of a lorry, just two weeks before 
the end of the summer term. The plot 
that had been set aside for the garden was 
still very overgrown. It took a lot of hard 
work and organisation to get it rebuilt on 
the site. We worked through the 
holidays, with parents offering to help on 
a rota basis, but we managed it and the 
garden was pretty much in place by the 
start of the new term.” 

Four years on the original Hampton 
Court show garden forms just one part of 
a much bigger project that has gradually 
evolved and blossomed under Helen 
Toft’s stewardship. The garden is now 
included in the prestigious National 
Gardens Society’s (NGS) Yellow Book. 
“We will continue to work hard to make 
sure the garden is stunning for the end of 
July for our NGS open days,” says Helen.

The garden is not just for show. It is a 
thriving outdoor hands-on learning space 
with 16 low-maintenance raised beds - 
including one created specially for a 
wheelchair-using pupil. In addition to 
producing their own fruit and vegetables, 
the children have created a haven for 
wildlife with bird tables, a pile of rotted 
logs for creepy-crawlies, long grasses, dry-

stone walling, a hedgehog-house and bat-
boxes. 

This explosion of nature in an urban 
area of Weymouth led Dorset Wildlife 
Trust to name Holy Trinity as winners 
of the Schools and Community category 
of their Wildlife Friendly Garden 
Competition in 2011. “We will be 

entering again this year,” says Helen, 
adding “We’re also entering the Big 
Wildlife Garden Competition that the 
RHS is running too.” As well as being a 
haven for wildlife, the garden has also 
become a haven for the children who use 
it as an exciting space for lessons. During 
our visit in late September last year, a 

In addition to producing their own fruit and vegetables, the 

children have created a haven for wildlife with bird tables, 

a pile of rotted logs for creepy-crawlies, long grasses, dry-

stone walling, a hedgehog-house and bat-boxes. 

Education

Theo, James, Amy and 
Gabby with their teacher 

Miss Watts, enjoying some 
nature study pond-dipping 

in the wildlife pond.

Noshin tends the rice 
paddy in the greenhouse.
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history class was underway in the living-
willow classroom. This extraordinary 
learning space, with room for 30 children, 
is made from donated willow originally 
destined to be woven into baskets for 
cygnets at Abbotsbury Swannery. 

Planted two years ago, it brought with 
it a bonus in the form of Steve Hales who 
Helen describes as “a font of wildlife 
knowledge.” Steve sourced the willow, cut 
it, delivered it, offered to help plant it and 
has been a volunteer at the garden ever 
since. “We believe this is the first living-
willow 
classroom in 
Dorset,” says 
Helen 
proudly, as 
we watch the 
pupils 
(sitting on 
logs provided by the Forestry 
Commission) enjoy an animated 
discussion about the smugglers. In the 
centre, teacher, Emma Watts, sits on a 
chair specially commissioned from Dorset 
woodsman Roger Lanigan.

Although the garden is maintained by 
teachers, pupils, parents and volunteers, a 
National Lottery grant has allowed the 
school to create some special additional 
features. These include a large wildlife 
pond where children can go pond-
dipping and monitor frogs, toads, newts 
and water-beetles as well as studying 
aquatic plant-life. 

Another innovation is the World War 
II garden. This boasts a very productive 
dig-for-victory vegetable patch, a specially 
recreated ‘bomb crater’ and a genuine 
Anderson shelter, transported from a 
nearby garden. All of which, says Helen, 
really brings history lessons to life. “We 
woud like some 1940s gardening tools, 
gas-masks, tin-hats, in fact anything that 
will make it look authentic.” 

Her plans for an outdoor loo are also 
about to come to fruition thanks to the 
Royal Engineers, who will be coming to 

the garden in 
April with 
some visiting 
US National 
Guard 
Engineers to 
install a 
composting 

toilet. “I am sure the children will be fine 
with using it, it will be the adults we’ll 
have to convince,” laughs Helen. Future 
plans include developing a Jurassic garden 
with tree-ferns and some “fossils and 
maybe even a dinosaur egg” to add to the 
Jurassic ambience!

Holy Trinity’s environmental garden 
not only provides children with the 
chance to grow plants, native and exotic 
(there’s even a miniature rice paddy) but 
also to learn about nature, the 
environment, our history and the 
precarious ecological balance of the 
future. Just as important, perhaps, is a 

tranquil memory corner where children 
in need of one-to-one support can find a 
quiet space to reflect on their thoughts.

Meanwhile, the means to make that 
traditional soother for grown ups - a cup 
of tea - is provided by a solar panel, a 
wind turbine and a motion-sensor. The 
combination of natural power sources 
and obtaining water, via three linked 
hoses from the main building produces 
the ultimate ‘slow cuppa’, as Helen 
reveals. “It takes half-an-hour to boil a 
small kettle! Quite frankly we could do 
with some mains water and electricity,” 
she laughs. Other than that everything in 
the garden is looking rosy. 

The World War II garden boasts a very 

productive dig-for-victory vegetable 

patch, a specially recreated ‘bomb 

crater’ and a genuine Anderson shelter

Holy Trinity Primary School at Cross 
Road, Weymouth DT4 9QX, will be 
holding a Summer Fayre and fund-
raising Garden Open Day on Saturday 
23 June from 12 noon to 3pm. They 
will also be opening their garden for the 
National Gardens Scheme from 21-22 
July (the week before the Olympics), 
when they will be showing-off their 
Olympic-themed planting.
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Emily, Amabel, Ben, 
Younes and Ben in the 
1940’s garden with the 
Anderson shelter   

Helen Toft (School 
Governor) with 
Mariannick Ross 
(Chairman, School 
Governors) in the 
award-winning 
Hampton Court Show. 


